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Shaken or Stirred?
I can’t think of a time where there
has been as much global volatility
in so many regions and in so many
ways. My overriding wish is that
2016 is a ‘boring’ year, and many
of the disturbing headlines that
we have seen this year do not
reoccur. An unhealthy undercurrent
of uncertainty and fragility lurks
behind so many aspects affecting
us and would be ideally replaced
with security, stability and national,
business and personal confidence.

Our theme this year, inspired by
007, is Service and Mission.

At our 5th Travel Directors’ Summit
in October, also with a 007 theme, I
managed to work all 24 Bond titles into
my opening speech as a bet for charity,
even if I needed to cheat a little to get
Moonraker in.

I do wonder, however, who in 2016 is the
most important spy, the all action hero
Commander Bond or the digital wizard
that is the rebooted ‘Q’? If none of us
foresaw the rise of companies such as
Uber and Airbnb just a few years ago,
what hope did Ian Fleming have predicting
drone strikes and cyberwars?
The publicity and hype in advance of
Spectre being released was staggering.
For about 6 weeks Bond was omnipresent,
and then 2 weeks after release, he’d
slipped away again… to reappear no
doubt just before the DVD is released!
And that made me think about Service and
Mission. Bond has to be great for about
2 hours on a big screen. Elman Wall
needs to be dedicated to its Mission
of providing expert advice
and exceptional Service
to exceed each of our
client’s expectations
and requirements
continually,

and that takes professionalism, dedication,
commitment, and no shortage of talent.
I’ve just had the pleasure of spending a
day in the company of one of my business
heroes, Michael E Gerber, the author of
The E-Myth books, and creator of working
ON your business rather than IN it. We
have been very influenced by Michael as
we have grown and developed Elman
Wall and every so often we all need
to be inspired all over again, and reenergised as to why we do what we do.
I was reminded that whilst we don’t
necessarily love work (who does?), we do
love the impact our work has. It gives
me equal and immense pride to see the
positive differences we bring to many of
our clients from the work we do for them
and also how our team develops doing
things ‘the way we do it here’.
One of my key moments from that day
was a comment made not by Michael, but
by another delegate who, like me, was a
‘Gerber groupie!’ He was talking about
the ‘Leap of Faith’ that founders of
businesses have to take, and that none
of us can achieve anything without it. This
brought back poignant memories of those
leaps I have made, and the anticipation of
those leaps I am still to make to achieve
my Elman Wall dreams. If you’ve started a
business, you’ll know exactly what I mean.
We are always extremely grateful
to all our clients for your continuing
relationship with us, and this is
something we never take for granted.
We look forward to continuing to support
you in 2016.
On behalf of the entire team here at Elman
Wall, Cavendish Ware, Summit Advisory,
Elman Wall Bennett and EWHR, we wish
you a Happy Christmas and a healthy and
successful New Year.

At Your
Service…

Jonathan Wall

Founder and Managing Director
E: JonW@elmanwall.co.uk
The original
Bond Martini

Follow me on Twitter
@jonjonwall

Quantum of Volatility
We have been speaking about the
new accounting standards for a
while now, and after 3 years and as
many drafts, we are almost there.
The first sets of accounts to fall
under the new FRS102 regime will be
December 2015 for any medium or
large companies. Small companies
have an extra year to prepare, with
December 2016 being the first year
to be affected. The fundamental
change is the switch from the
underlying principle of ‘historic cost’
(how much did we pay?) to ‘fair
value’ (what is it worth?), with any
changes in value being reflected in
the Profit & Loss account.

The Living Highlights
Companies with any of the following will
see an increased volatility in their reported
profits:
• Forward contracts for foreign currency
purchases – gains and losses on forward
contracts, which are currently recognised
on settlement, will need to be recognised
on the Balance Sheet at fair value, with
any movements being shown in the Profit
& Loss account.
• Investment properties – any changes in
value will now pass through the Profit
& Loss account, with deferred tax
recognised on any increase in value.

• Intangible assets – the useful life of each
intangible asset will need to be assessed
separately and amortisation charged
accordingly. Where no reliable estimate
can be made, the useful life is presumed
to be no more than 10 years.
• Employees’ holiday pay – an accrual will
need to be made for any holiday pay as
employees earn the right to it.
• Rent-free periods – lease incentives
such as rent-free periods will need to be
allocated over the whole lease term.
• Deferred tax – revaluation gains, fair value
adjustments and some other types of
transactions will now result in deferred tax
being recognised.

Yesterday Never Dies
It is important to remember that, when first
implemented, the comparative figures will
need to be restated as if the new policy had
been in place for that year.
Clearly some businesses will be affected
more than others, so we have been
assessing the impact that these changes
will make to individual clients. If you have
any queries or concerns, please feel free to
contact us.
Ian Palmer

Director – Head of Audit
E: Ian.Palmer@elmanwall.co.uk

Help Is On Hand
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Travel Industry Focus
Live And Let Fly
The long-awaited ATOL reform is
almost upon us. The first ATOL
renewals to fall under the new criteria
will be those in September 2016.
We are pleased to see that Small
Business ATOLs are to be retained,
albeit with additional limitations and
more stringent criteria. At the time of
going to press, CAA is yet to release
details of the final criteria for both the
full ATOLs and SBAs, but rest assured
we’re keeping a close eye on it all.
It will be interesting to see how this fits
with the introduction of FRS102 (see
main article) and the resulting volatility
in the Profit & Loss account and hence
impact on the regulatory free assets
shown on the Balance Sheet. We are
working closely with the regulators
ensure a smooth transition.
It is not just ATOL-holders who are
affected by the ATOL reform. In
future, CAA will accept only annual
accountants’ reports that have been
signed and submitted by a registered
ATOL Reporting Accountant. In
order to register, both the firm and
the individual need to demonstrate
experience, competence and
knowledge of the ATOL rules and
regulations. Elman Wall has been
part of the pilot scheme with our
professional Institute and we are
pleased to confirm that we have
passed all of the tests. At the time of
going to press, we are just waiting for
our status to be formally confirmed.

OHMSS

Tax Review of the Year

On Her Majesty’s
Secret Service
– 2015 has seen
significant changes
in the tax world, both
with current year
implementation and
future proposals of new
taxes. So perhaps more
than once over the past
12 months the question
has been asked, what is
HMRC’s mission?
The World is Not Enough
It is clear that HMRC are ever increasing
the focus on non-UK domiciled individuals
and the summer Budget saw another major
attack on such taxpayers. Not only are
HMRC making it even harder to sustain not
having UK tax applied to worldwide income,
but they have also proposed to extend
the application of the Inheritance Tax to
UK property, even when held via offshore
structures. More than ever, planning is
required to avoid significant additional
exposure to tax, and we can help!

A View to a Kill
Last year I highlighted the introduction of
the highly dubious Accelerated Payments
Legislation and the potential this had to
disrupt businesses.
In the past couple of months we have
begun to see clients receive these notices
with understandable concern. At a point
when the legality of these is being still
challenged through due process, HMRC are
forcing cash payments for tax potentially
not owed. To date we have been successful
in negotiating extended payment periods
for some clients affected by this, but
apprehensions remain.

Dr. No
Despite the pre-Election ‘triple lock’
tax pledge, the Budget also saw the
Chancellor side-step his own promise and
introduce a brand new tax specifically on
dividends - you might say as devious as
any Bond villain. The result of this is that
most business owner-managers will see
an increase in the tax they pay by 7.5%,
effective from 6 April 2016. Opportunities to
minimise the impact of this are available, but
quick action is required.

Quantum of Solace
Against the ever-increasing reach of
HMRC, it is perhaps interesting to reflect on
increasingly loud criticism of their operations.
Only a few weeks ago the Public Accounts
Committee highlighted “serious and ongoing”
concerns about HMRC, describing elements
as “woefully inadequate” and questioning
that customer service is now so bad that it
could be having “an adverse impact on the
collection of tax revenues”.
We have seen the impact of this first
hand, not least in trying to chase up client
repayments from HMRC, which, for no
reason, are sometimes now taking months
to sort out.
Whilst HMRC are intent on pressing ahead
with major departmental reorganisations
in the drive to implement their digital by
default strategy, there does still remain a
serious question of whether the organisation
currently remains fit for purpose.

•	Tax returns – the 31st January deadline
is fast approaching so if you’ve not yet
provided us with your information it’s
almost too late!

Diamonds Are Forever
Finally, my review wouldn’t be complete
without mention of knocking The Living
Daylights out of various opposition to pick
up the ‘Best Single Office Tax Practice’
Award at this year’s prestigious Taxation
awards. This was a real Tax Team effort and
a big thank you also goes to all clients who
provided such great testimonials. Hopefully
it shows we’re doing something right!
Russell Eisen

Director – Head of Tax
E: Russell.Eisen@elmanwall.co.uk

For Your Eyes Only
With the end of the year fast approaching
I would also just make mention of a few
crucial reminders:
•	Professional fee insurance – with HMRC’s
attitude as above this insurance is
increasingly proving a financial benefit as
those clients who have had recent HMRC
investigations can testify. Watch out for
the renewal letter in the next few weeks.
•	R&D tax relief – straight from Q division,
we’re still helping more and more
business clients benefit from this,
especially aligned to bespoke software
developments. If you’ve not yet claimed
this, make sure you get in touch.

020 7600 5667
www.elmanwall.co.uk
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Elman Wall - The
Travel Accountants
What makes us stand out as the UK’s leading
independent firm of Travel Accountants is the fact that
we run our own conference, the Elman Wall Travel
Directors’ Summit. We also understand the importance
of attending as many other trade events, meetings and
conferences as possible. Below is a selection of
a few we’ve been at this year.

Ian addressing the AITO
conference in Cordoba

The VAT Spectre
Elman Wall and I are now well into the
second year of our mission to create the
leading travel VAT consultancy.
Both 2013 and 2014 saw landmark travel
VAT decisions, respectively the European
Court’s verdict on the application of TOMS
and the Supreme Court’s view, in the
Secret Hotels 2 (Med Hotels) case, on the
meaning of agency. 2015 has seen no
equivalent decision but we are still dealing
regularly with the fallout from these two
decisions.

Elman Wall
Boat for the
Family Holiday
Association Charity
Sailing Day

The next few years will be instrumental in
the development of a VAT system for travel
fit for the 21st century. It is widely expected
that the European Commission will consult
on changes to the travel VAT regime. New
legislation could arrive within the next few
years. Changes could be fundamental and
far reaching. It will be vitally important to
keep abreast of these discussions and to
influence thinking.
David Bennett, Director
Elman Wall Bennett

E: David@elmanwallbennett.co.uk
M&A session with Martin Robinson,
Inspiring Learning, Jason Katz,
Kings Park Capital, Deborah Potts,
Summit Advisory, and moderator
Dan Pearce, TTG Media at the
Elman Wall Travel Directors’
Summit
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Deborah and AnnMarie at the British
Travel Awards

Mark Daykin, Google,
at the Elman Wall Travel
Directors’ Summit

HR

Human Resources

Bond for hire?

100c 70m 40k
90c 50m
10c 100m 90y

Not only are people your greatest resource, they
are also your most expensive.

R&D

Jonathan with
winners at the
BETA Awards 2015

Jonathan with broadcaster,
Journalist and author,
Jeremy Paxman, at the
Advantage Travel Partnership
Conference in Bodrum

Research consistency
& Development and failure to treat
Lack of process,
them fairly and reasonably can end up costing
you a lot of money. And recruiting the wrong
person into your business is also an expensive
mistake. However, what about the other costs
involved and the burden of today’s legislation,
ensuring that you comply with increased
regulation and employment law requirements?

At the Travel Directors’ Summit, I summarised
what it would be like to be James Bond’s
HR Manager and dealing with him under
today’s employment legislation, would involve
hours of paperwork (not to mention all those
disciplinaries!).
HR may be at times frustratingly process
driven but all of these are designed to protect
not just the employee but also the employer.
Ensure that the investment you make in your
staff is managed properly from recruitment right
through the employment cycle. EWHR is here to
help at every stage!
For more information and guidance, contact
Elman Wall HR.
Claire Steiner

David Speakman, Founder
of Travel Counsellors,
being interviewed at
the Elman Wall Travel
Directors’ Summit

EWHR

E: Claire.Steiner@elmanwall.co.uk

The Elman Wall Travel
Directors’ Summit

020 7600 5667
www.elmanwall.co.uk
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Service & Mission
Plus ca change, plus
c’est la meme chose*
This phrase certainly applies to the
lasting appeal of the Bond movie
franchise. Autumn saw the release of
Spectre, the latest helping of action,
style, evil villains, fast cars and faster
women… nothing much changes.
There is not a huge change in the
investment world either. We do, of course,
see regular changes in markets across the
world, but, the fundamental policy of setting
asset allocation for the long term and
sticking with it continues to pay dividends
for patient, long term investors.
2015 was dominated by an oil price slump,
concerns about a slow down in Chinese
growth, continuing Greek/Euro issues and
appalling terrorist strikes.

Despite these issues, markets got off to
a strong start, on target to meet most
commentators’ predictions of the FTSE
100 ending above the 7 000 mark. After
peaking well above 7 000 in April the FTSE
had given up most of its gains by August
and continued to slide downwards before
bouncing back. Despite this volatility we
expect portfolio investors to be healthily in
positive territory by the year end.
April saw the introduction of the huge
changes in the Pensions regime which create
some very attractive planning opportunities.
With those opportunities come threats and
there has never been a greater need for
clients to carefully plan how they ‘sow and
reap’ their Pension and other Investments.

The World is Not Enough
The Bond family motto ‘Orbis Non Sufficit’
suggests that they will never be satisfied.
Perhaps that’s a motto more suited to the
villain rather than the hero?
We interpret this as aspirational, suggesting
that continuous improvement is the key
to success. With this in mind we have
continued to focus on our key Mission delivering a great Service to Clients, both
old and new.
We are very proud to have been awarded
a Citywire ‘Top 100 Adviser’ award for
2015. For the fourth year in succession we

have been selected from over 25 000 UK
advisers, affirmation of our place amongst
the leading UK Financial Planning practices,
testament to the hard work put in by all at
Cavendish Ware this year.

Future Mission
We seek to predict changing client
demands by constantly developing the
services we offer. Two key developments
in 2015 have been in the areas of Social
Impact investing and Trust & Estate
Planning.
On the Estate Planning front we have
enhanced our capabilities in the areas of
Inheritance Tax mitigation and ensuring
that assets passed down the generations
don’t leak away to unintended destinations,
the latter often referred to as ‘Bloodline’
protection.
As we develop our offering, the mission
remains the same - to deliver high quality
advice and service.
Derek Smith

Cavendish Ware
E: Derek.Smith@cavendishware.co.uk
T: 020 7600 2557
(Elman Wall sister firm – authorised and regulated by the FCA)

* Loose translation - the more things
change, the more they stay the same

Know Your
End Game
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Business
Seller Mistakes
If your Mission in 2016 is to sell your
business for maximum value, mistakes
prove costly. We reveal mistakes
business sellers… and successful
spies… should avoid.

No Mr Bond,
I ExSpectre
You To Make
a Profit

No Insider Intelligence

Deceptive Deals

Demystifying the secretive world of Mergers
and Acquisitions is essential before you
go into the field. Even the language is
foreign to an outsider. You need to be fully
briefed and prepared if you are not be at
a disadvantage. Selling your business is
probably the biggest business transaction
you’ll ever make. Business valuations and
sale processes are complex. Without insider
intelligence on who to talk to, how they
think and what to expect, you risk selling
yourself short or turning down the deal of a
lifetime. Forewarned is forearmed.

All that glitters is not
gold, whatever Goldfinger
claims. Don’t be fooled by a
focus on price alone. When it
comes to selling your business,
tax friendly deal structures, cash out
at completion, payment terms, share
options, retentions, earn-outs, clawbacks, rollover terms, loan note coupons,
warranties, handovers… and more can
make a substantial difference to what
owners end up with in their bank accounts
and quality of life post-deal.

Unsolicited Approach

Eye off the Ball

Beware the charming stranger…
or competitor. Selling because of an
unsolicited approach rarely achieves
best value for an owner, unless handled
extremely carefully. Whilst it is natural to be
flattered and immediately visualise perfect
post-deal life, the truth is you’re probably
unprepared and so are unlikely to exit the
business on your terms… assuming he or
she is not just on an intelligence gathering
mission anyway. And you need more than
one player at the table to up the stakes.

Performance requires focus. A sale process
can all too often distract from delivering the
results you need in your business too.
If performance slips or targets fail to be met,
you risk a last minute renegotiation.
Ensure you have the necessary backup
and support.

Loose Talk and Leaks
Loose talk and leaks can prove deadly. Too
many sellers don’t grasp the value of what
they know. Cunning buyers, adept at the
charm offensive, can exploit this – both
to elicit your trade secrets for free and
to get you to reveal potential weaknesses
they’ll use in negotiations. Don’t reveal
your hand inadvertently.

Unsure of the Facts
How well do you know your numbers and
key business metrics? Can you explain
trends, changes and access forecasts?
Experience and instinct are valuable and
may suffice to run a lifestyle business. But
how well will you and your business stand
up to intensive interrogation and scrutiny on
your financial accounts and KPIs, pre Heads
of Terms and in due diligence? Professional
buyers will run rings around you if not or
simply walk away.

Heart ruling Head

Lone Operative
The lone operative rarely succeeds. 007
may ‘live twice’ but even he has MI6 behind
him. Unless you are highly experienced
in business sales, you and your team are
unlikely to match the buyer’s team. Mission
failure will cost you considerably more than
your adviser fees.

Summit Advisory is
at your Service.
Travel Business Growth,
Acquisition and Sale Experts

Remaining cool under pressure, mastering
his emotions and dispassionate thinking
invariably delivers mission success for 007.
Selling your business is an exhausting,
emotional rollercoaster for most business
owners. Expect this, but don’t let it shake or
stir you. Remember, diamonds are forever!

Hidden Skeletons in Closet
If your company has any, due diligence will
find them. Better you are aware upfront and
can explain them satisfactorily. Don’t let the
buyer tell you anything you didn’t know or
discover surprise deal breakers just as you
were about to order your Aston Martin.

Win or Lose
Be clear. A buyer wants to pay as little
as possible for your business and to get
the most favourable contractual terms.
Your goals are different. But buyers are
not typical Bond villains and in the real
world of diplomacy, deal making requires
compromise and negotiation. Ultimately
there needs to be a ‘win win’ result for
both parties. Or the deal collapses.

Deborah Potts
Director

Summit Advisory
(Elman Wall sister firm)

E: Deborah@summitadvisory.co.uk
T: 020 7600 5772
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An A-Team
challenge
evening at
clueQuest

Zsuzs and her
partner, Ro, running
the Great North Run
for Parkinson’s UK

Go Karting in
Lille for this
years’ summer
staff outing

Elman Wall Tax
Team celebration
afternoon tea at
the Gherkin

Our People Your Team
Throughout the year, the Elman Wall team has been busy
participating in charity events, partaking in team challenges
and picking up an award for ‘Best Single Office Tax
Practice’. For 2016, we will continue to believe that ‘Your
Success is our Mission’… and always will be.

020 7600 5667
www.elmanwall.co.uk

Ann-Marie at
the finish line of
the Surrey Hills
Mighty Hike for
Macmillan

Elman Wall held
a cake sale for
Children In Need
and raised £477!
Congratulations to Tanya who
got engaged in November!

Omid and
Stuart at
the end of
Movember

Winners! The Elman Wall Tax Team at the Taxation Awards 2015
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Disclaimer - for information of users: This newsletter is published for the information of clients. It provides only an overview of the regulations in force at the date of publication, and no action should be taken without consulting the detailed
legislation or seeking professional advice. Therefore no responsibility for loss occasioned by any person acting or refraining from action as a result of the material contained in this newsletter can be accepted by the authors or the firm.

